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PAYMENT MODULE FROM VUTURE

Quick and easy
integration
Receiving payment for services
through your website and
landing pages is simple
thanks to our integration with
Stripe – a leading processor of
payments online

#4
Stripe’s position on
Forbe’s Cloud 100 list.
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Key
features
Painless activation with One-click reporting
our 100% secure, non-

exports a list containing

technical set-up.

the status of each
payment.

Accepts payment in

Links directly to your

multiple currencies

event invitations to allow

via all major cards for

speedy payment as soon

your locality.

as a client RSVPs.

Payments integrates

Set-up of variable rate

with your CRM to auto- sales tax (VAT) is easy,

www.vutu.re/explore

update client records,

and automatically

(or you can choose not

calculated during

to link to a CRM at all).

each purchase.

Optional discount box

The Payments portal

available, allowing

offers intuitive branding

customers to save

tools to blend in

money with a

effortlessly with your

promo code.

company’s look and feel.
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Speak to us today about how
integrated Payments could
benefit your firm
BOOK A DEMO

ASK A QUESTION

OR

The Vuture platform is packed full of beneficial solutions that
make life easier for marketers just like you. (It was made by
marketers, for marketers, after all.)
As a global leader in marketing
technology, with offices in
London, New York and Sydney, we

WEB MARKETING

EMAIL MARKETING

EVENT MARKETING

PRINT MARKETING

ALUMNI MARKETING

MARKETING SURVEYS

MARKETING ROI

PERSONALISATION

proudly serve the top 100
consultancy, accounting and legal
firms in the world.

Our marketing technology suite is
designed to help build synergy
and cement fruitful, long-lasting
relationships between marketers,
fee earners and their clients.
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The Vuture vision is to play a major role in helping
organisations build and maintain strong, lasting
relationships – both internally and externally.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION
rd

3 floor, Crowne House,
56-58 Southwark Street,
London, SE1 1UN
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